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Abstract
Lysosomes are intracellular organelles that are responsible for degrading and recycling macromolecules.
Lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) are a group of inherited diseases caused by mutations affecting genes
that encode the function of the lysosomal enzymes. Three LSDs are associated with lung involvement and/
or interstitial lung disease (ILD): Gaucher disease (GD); Niemann–Pick disease, also known as acid
sphingomyelinase deficiency (ASMD); and Fabry disease (FD). In GD and in ASMD, analysis of
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and lung biopsy can be informative, showing foamy cells. In GD, ILD is rare.
Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) has been available since 1991 and has greatly changed the natural
history of GD, with pulmonary failure and death reported before the ERT era. In ASMD, ILD is frequent
and is usually associated with spleen enlargement, low platelet cell count and low level of high-density
lipoprotein-cholesterol. Results of ERT are promising regarding preliminary results of olipudase alfa in
paediatric and adult ASMD populations. The most frequent respiratory manifestation in FD is COPD-like
symptoms regardless of smoking habit and dyspnoea due to congestive heart failure. Early diagnosis of
these three LSDs is crucial to prevent irreversible organ damage. Early initiation of ERT can, at least in
part, prevent organ failure.

Introduction
Lysosomes are intracellular organelles that are responsible for degrading and recycling macromolecules.
Lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) are a group of heterogeneous inherited diseases caused by mutations
affecting genes that encode for the function of lysosomal enzymes required for degradation of a wide range
of complex macromolecules but sometimes the function of specific transporters needed to export degraded
molecules from lysosomes. The resulting lysosomal dysfunction leads to cellular dysfunction and clinical
abnormalities [1] (figure 1).
Three LSDs have been associated with interstitial lung disease (ILD) and will be discussed: Gaucher
disease (GD), Niemann–Pick disease (acid sphingomyelinase deficiency (ASMD)) and Fabry disease (FD).
Hermansky–Pudlak syndrome, another inherited form of ILD, may also be considered a lysosomal disease
and was recently reviewed [2]. We do not review Pompe disease, associated with muscle weakness, or
other LSDs such as mucopolysaccharidosis and mucolipidosis, which despite their respiratory involvement
do not cause ILDs [3–5]. We searched PubMed, PubMed Central, Google Scholar and Embase on 1
October 2020 with the terms: 1) [lung] AND [Gaucher disease]; 2) [lung] AND [Niemann–Pick disease],
or [Acid Sphingomyelinase Deficiency]; and 3) [lung] AND [Fabry disease], without limitations on the
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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FIGURE 1 Lysosomal storage disorders induce intracellular accumulation of lipids.

age of the patients. We limited our research to articles in English; we did not exclude case reports. We
read all titles and abstracts and retrieved all articles of interest to be included in the review.

Gaucher disease
GD is an autosomal recessive disease secondary to mutations in the glucocerebrosidase gene resulting in
deficiency of lysosomal hydrolase acid β-glucosidase and accumulation of its substrate, glucosylceramide
[6] (figure 2). GD is the most prevalent inherited LSD [7]. GD is more frequent in Ashkenazi Jewish
populations (up to 1 in 500 people affected) and the world GD prevalence is about 1 in 50 000–60 000 [7].
Classification of GD includes three major clinical types according to the presence (type 2 and 3) or
absence (type 1) of central nervous system involvement.
GD type 1, the most frequent form (90–95%), is characterised by clinical or radiographic evidence of bone
disease (osteopenia, focal lytic or sclerotic lesions and osteonecrosis), hepatosplenomegaly,
thrombocytopenia and anaemia, lung disease and absence of primary central nervous system disease [8]
(figure 3).
GD types 2 and 3 are characterised by the presence of primary neurological disease and are distinguished
by age of onset. GD2 is classified as disease with onset before the age of 2 years, associated with limited
psychomotor development and a rapidly progressive course eventually leading to death before age 4. GD3
is disease with onset before age 2 and a more slowly progressive course, with survival into the third or
fourth decade [6].

Extrapulmonary disease
Mean onset of GD1 is around age 20 years, although disease is diagnosed before age 10 in two-thirds of
patients and before age 6 in almost half [9]. Most patients (90%) feature splenomegaly. Mean spleen volume
is 1500–3000 cm3 as compared with 50–200 cm3 in the average adult and results in hypersplenism and
pancytopenia. Spleen infarction causes acute abdominal pain. Rare splenic rupture may justify surgery [10].
Liver enlargement is common (60–80%), although cirrhosis and hepatic failure are rare [10, 11]. Up to 40%
of patients with GD1 present a focal lesion in the liver and/or spleen called “gaucheroma” (figure 3).
However, patients with GD1 may also present hepatocellular carcinoma or lymphoma with a difficult
differential diagnosis.
Cytopenia is almost universal in untreated GD [12]. Thrombocytopenia is the most prominent. Anaemia or
leukopenia may be present simultaneously or independently and is related to spleen status.
Thrombocytopenia (60–90% of cases) may result from hypersplenism and/or marrow infiltration. Immune
thrombocytopenia has also been reported and should be looked for in case of persistent thrombocytopenia
despite ERT. Thrombocytopenia is associated with increased risk of bleeding, particularly in patients with
associated coagulation abnormalities. Anaemia (20–50% of cases) may result from hypersplenism and/or
marrow infiltration by Gaucher cells, but iron or vitamin B12 deficiency may contribute to anaemia [12].
Leukopenia is rarely severe. Patients with GD may present low-grade disseminated intravascular
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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FIGURE 2 Metabolism of sphingolipids. Sphingolipids diffuse and switch between the membranes of lysosomes and the Golgi. Diseases
corresponding to the accumulation of the adjacent substrate are reported in purple.

coagulation and specific inherited deficiencies in coagulation factors such as fibrinogen, and factors II,
VII, VIII, X, XI or XII [13].
Despite ERT, 70–100% of patients with GD1 show clinical or radiographic evidence of bone disease, which
varies from asymptomatic osteopenia to focal lytic or sclerotic lesions and osteonecrosis [14]. Two-thirds of
patients with GD report bone pain, predominantly in the pelvis and lower limb. Pain varies in severity, can be

a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 3 Characteristic manifestations of lysosomal storage disorders. a) Gaucher disease: computed tomography scan shows
hepatosplenomegaly with focal lesion of “gaucheroma” (courtesy of N. Belmatoug, Beaujon hospital, Clichy, France). b) Acid sphingomyelinase
deficiency: computed tomography scan shows hepatosplenomegaly. c) Fabry disease: kidney biopsy shows globotriaosylceramide deposition in
glomerular, endothelial (arrow), mesangial, and interstitial cells and in podocytes (courtesy of L.H. Noel, Necker hospital, Paris, France).
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acute or chronic and is not always associated with radiological findings. One-third of patients with GD report
bone crises (acute skeletal pain, fever and leukocytosis), with periosteal reaction [14, 15]. Patients with GD
may present osteopenia/osteoporosis associated with risk of bone fracture, although the exact risk is
incompletely evaluated by bone densitometry examination. Osteonecrosis of the femoral head, proximal
humerus and vertebral bodies is frequent (34%) and can result in fracture and joint collapse. Osteosclerosis
may be observed after bone infarction [14]. Infiltration of bone marrow by Gaucher cells may cause ischaemia
and pain. At a later stage of bone marrow infiltration, the risk of fracture and osteonecrosis is increased.
By definition, patients with GD1 do not present central nervous system disease, but neurological
complications (spinal cord or nerve root compression) may occur secondary to bone disease, such as
vertebral compression or bone fracture [16]. About 10% of patients with GD present peripheral neuropathy
[17]. Patients with GD1 are at high risk of Parkinson’s disease [18]. Polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia is
frequent (25–91% of cases) and monoclonal gammopathy is possible (1–35% of cases). Indeed the risk of
multiple myeloma is 6.7 in GD [19].
Chitotriosidase, CCL18 and glucosylsphingosine are three biomarkers whose levels are usually increased
in GD and are sometimes used to monitor ERT. Ferritinaemia is increased in most patients with GD
(>85%), but iron, transferrin saturation and soluble transferrin receptor levels remain normal.
Angiotensin-converting enzyme levels are greatly increased [20].
Pulmonary manifestations
Lung involvement is the result of infiltration of either alveoli, interstitium, bronchi or pulmonary
vasculature by Gaucher’s cells. Few cases of lung involvement of GD have been specifically reported. In a
series of 411 patients with GD, only four adults and four children had respiratory symptoms and eventually
showed ILD [21]. However, in a series of 150 consecutive patients with GD, five patients aged
11–55 years showed ILD on chest radiographs [22]. Patients with ILD showed a restrictive pattern on
pulmonary function tests, with forced vital capacity (FVC) 29–76% predicted and a reduced diffusion
capacity for carbon monoxide (DLCO) of 38–61% pred [22].
In a series of 95 patients with GD with mean age 29 years, 68% had some pulmonary function
abnormalities [23]. The most common were reduced functional residual capacity (45% of patients),
reduced carbon monoxide transfer coefficient (42% of patients) and reduced total lung capacity (about
25% of patients). Ten of the 81 (12.3%) patients with available chest radiographs had ILD [23]. The
relationship between ILD and pulmonary function is not reported because patients with GD may present
restrictive syndrome secondary to hepatosplenomegaly and spinal deformities.
In a recent prospective series of 13 patients with GD (median age 15 year, range 1–50), two of 10 patients
with available computed tomography (CT) scans had ILD and two additional patients had evidence of ILD
on chest radiographs but without available CT scans [24].
Associations of genotype and phenotype in GD are imperfect and discordance in phenotype has been
reported even among monozygotic twins [24]. However, ILD might be more frequent in patients with
L444P homozygous mutations [24]. Ground-glass opacities that may be superimposed with interlobular
thickening are the most common CT abnormalities [25] (figure 4).
When performed, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid analysis shows lipid-laden macrophages. When performed,
lung biopsy shows foamy histiocytes in alveolar spaces, interstitial tissue and subendothelial locations [22].
Interstitial fibrosis and lymphocyte infiltrates may be present. Histological signs of pulmonary arterial
hypertension may be evidenced: plexogenic arteriopathy, intimal fibrosis and medial hypertrophy,
particularly at the time of lung transplantation [26, 27]. In addition to showing pulmonary hypertension
and ILD, patients may present signs of chronic aspiration [28].
Pulmonary vascular diseases (figure 4) may be at the forefront in patients with GD with pulmonary arterial
hypertension and hepatopulmonary syndrome, a well-documented risk factor in individual patients with
liver disease, although pulmonary hypertension may also occur without liver disease [29]. Infections are
probably not the only complication after splenectomy in GD. A specific risk of hepatopulmonary
syndrome and pulmonary hypertension may exist after splenectomy in patients with GD [30, 31].
Diagnosis
The diagnosis of GD must be confirmed by glucocerebrosidase activity <15% of the normal value [32].
Bone marrow aspiration is not required for the diagnosis and should not routinely be performed in GD,
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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a)

b)

FIGURE 4 Lung computed tomography scan in two patients with Gaucher disease showing a) slightly increased
pulmonary artery diameter suggestive of pulmonary hypertension (courtesy of N. Belmatoug, Beaujon hospital,
Clichy, France), b) mild interstitial lung disease (courtesy of Generoso Andria, Federico II University, Naples,
Italy; reproduced from [24] with permission).

although it is frequently performed in patients with thrombocytopenia and/or splenomegaly. Bone marrow
aspiration shows Gaucher cells are sometimes difficult to distinguish from “pseudo-Gaucher” cells that are
observed in some blood disorders or infectious diseases, such as myeloma with histiocytic accumulation of
immunoglobulin crystals.
Glucocerebrosidase is encoded by the gene GBA1 [33]. More than 400 mutations have been described. The
c.1226A>G mutation allele excludes risk of neurological involvement (GD2 or GD3) but does not predict
the severity of bone and visceral involvement. Patients homozygous for the N370S mutation can remain
asymptomatic, whereas homozygous L444P mutation carriers are at high risk of neurological manifestations
(GD2 or GD3). Homozygote carriers of the c.1342G>C (D409H) mutation present characteristic heart valve
damage. Homozygous carriers of null mutations do not survive beyond the perinatal period.
Treatment
Enzyme replacement therapy
GD was the first LSD with a dedicated therapy available since 1991. The natural history of GD has been
greatly modified by the development of three ERT agents (imiglucerase, velaglucerase, taliglucerase)
because juvenile onset of dyspnoea leading to pulmonary failure and death were reported before the era of
ERT [34, 35].
Regular intravenous infusions of the recombinant enzymes have been found safe and effective in reversing
haematological and visceral (liver or spleen) involvement [36]. For instance, a 14-year-old patient showed
a reversal of hepatopulmonary syndrome and liver disease with imiglucerase as assessed by pulse oximetry
improved from 72% to 95% on room air [37]. However, rare reported cases have not shown alleviation of
ILD with ERT [21, 38].
At least four patients have received lung transplantation for GD, although two did not present ILD but
rather pulmonary hypertension. A child with severe ILD underwent lung transplantation at age 10 and did
not present any signs 3 years later [39]. An adult patient with ILD associated with severe pulmonary
hypertension underwent lung transplantation at age 49 [26]. He had to undergo kidney transplantation
21 months after lung transplantation because of end-stage renal insufficiency but was doing well 6 years
after lung transplantation [26].
Substrate inhibitor therapy
Eligustat, orally available, showed long-term benefit, in keeping with established therapeutic goals for GD1 [40].
Nonspecific therapy
Physiotherapy, nutrition and vaccinations should be closely monitored and bronchoscopy may be required
for removing bronchial casts [25]. Opportunistic pulmonary infections should be monitored and
specifically treated because patients with GD without ERT may be at increased risk of aspergillosis or
mycobacterial infection [41].
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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Avoiding splenectomy is crucial because the procedure is associated with risk of pulmonary hypertension
and worse survival in GD [31, 42]. Indeed, pulmonary hypertension may develop in a few patients with
GD after splenectomy despite specific ERT [42].
Niemann–Pick disease
Niemann–Pick disease, renamed ASMD type A, B or AB, is an autosomal recessive disease secondary to
ASMD, responsible for the abnormal accumulation of lipids, including sphingomyelin and cholesterol
(figure 2). It is a rare disease without a male–female predominance and with an estimated incidence of 0.4
to 1 in 100 000 newborns [43]. The pathophysiology of type C is different, with central nervous system
involvement, and is out of the scope of this review.
ASMD is caused by mutations in the sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase 1 (SMPD1) gene. The estimated
prevalence is 1 in 50 000–250 000 [7, 44].
Extrapulmonary manifestations
The more severe clinical presentation is a neurovisceral infantile form in type A, with severe neurological
involvement in childhood. A chronic visceral form presenting hepatosplenomegaly and pulmonary
involvement is the most frequent type B form and may be also encountered in adults [45]. Indeed
ASMD-B should be suspected in individuals with hepatosplenomegaly, ILD, hyperlipidaemia or
thrombocytopenia (figures 5 and 6).
Hypersplenism causes secondary thrombocytopenia and is associated with spleen infarction, as revealed by
acute abdominal pain [46]. Liver enlargement is common. Some individuals have slightly elevated liver
enzyme activity and some have histological abnormalities ranging from hepatic fibrosis to established
cirrhosis [47]; rare cases of liver failure requiring liver transplantation have been reported [48].
Almost one-third of patients with AMSD-B exhibit neurological signs [49]. The most frequent sign is
nonprogressive hypotonia and/or hyporeflexia. Severe and progressive manifestations are rare and include
cerebellar signs (nystagmus, extrapyramidal syndrome), intellectual disability, psychiatric disorders,
peripheral neuropathy and retinal abnormalities, with onset between the ages of 2 and 7 years. Up to

FIGURE 5 Representative lung computed tomography scan of acid sphingomyelinase deficiency. Coronal
computed tomography images are from the same patient and show interstitial lung disease ( parenchymal
window).

https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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Step 1: Differential
diagnosis

Rule out other cause
Infection
Malignancy
Other LSDs
Liver disease
CHF
Haematological disease

No

Splenomegaly
+/– hepatomegaly

One or more features suggestive of ASMD:
Low HDL-C
Interstitial lung disease
Bone involvement
Yes
ASM enzyme activity

Step 2: ASM enzyme
activity testing
Step 3: SMPD1 gene
sequencing

Equivocal

Repeat enzyme assay
(use fibroblast, MS/MS)

Low
SMPD1 gene sequencing

Chronic visceral ASMD

FIGURE 6 Diagnostic algorithm for acid sphingomyelinase deficiency (ASMD) presenting after childhood (adapted from [112]). ASM: acid
sphingomyelinase; CHF: congestive heart failure; HDL-C: high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol; LSD: lysosomal storage disorders; MS/MS: tandem
mass spectrometry.

one-third of patients have a macular halo or cherry-red macula without any loss of vision or sign of
neurological disease [50].
Limited growth and abnormal bone maturation are common in children and may result in substantially
short stature in adulthood. In one study, the mean Z-scores for height and weight were −1.24 (29th centile)
and −0.75 (34th centile) and skeletal age in children under age 18 years was delayed by a mean of
2.5 years [51]. Short stature and low weight are associated with organomegaly and delayed bone age [51].
More than 90% of ASMD-B adults have osteopenia or osteoporosis at one or more sites. Overall, 58% of
adults report at least one fracture at a mean age of 33 years [52].
Low serum level of high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol is a constant feature [50]. In most individuals, low
serum level of high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol is associated with hypertriglyceridaemia and elevated
serum level of low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol. Early coronary artery disease may be related to the
dyslipidaemia. Enlargement and calcifications in the adrenal glands may be seen [53]. ASMD-B women
can have normal pregnancies and childbirth, without fetal growth issues despite hepatosplenomegaly [54].
Pulmonary manifestations
Pulmonary involvement, mainly ILD, occurs in all three types of ASMD but most frequently in type B. ILD
may be diagnosed in newborns to adults in their late 40s, may precede ASMD diagnosis or may develop
during follow-up [55, 56]. Up to 42% of patients report shortness of breath at ASMD diagnosis [46].
The clinical ILD presentation varies from asymptomatic involvement to respiratory failure with no
association with organomegaly [57]; however, the accumulation of Niemann–Pick cells in the alveolar
septa and bronchial walls potentially leads to progressive respiratory insufficiency [55]. When present,
respiratory symptoms are generally mild, with recurrent cough, moderate exertional dyspnoea and recurrent
respiratory infections. However, both rapidly fatal lung disease and progressive pulmonary disease leading
to lung failure have been reported [55].
Almost 90% of patients with ASMD-B exhibit ILD on CT scan [58]. The most frequent anomalies are
ground-glass opacities (up to 100%), interlobular septal thickening (up to 100%) and intralobular lines
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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(90–100%) as well as superimposed ground glass on interlobular septal thickening (crazy paving pattern
∼40%) [58, 59] (figure 5). Cysts, centrilobular nodular opacities, peribronchovascular thickening,
segmental atelectasis, bronchiectasis and emphysema are rare [58, 59]. Pleural effusion and thoracic
lymphadenopathy have not been described. Ground-glass opacities are usually focal (75%) and may
predominate in the upper lung zones, whereas reticulation usually predominates in the lower zone [60, 61].
Calcified pulmonary nodules can also be seen. The pulmonary involvement is bilateral without lateral
predominance [59].
Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid analysis usually confirms the lung involvement, showing increased cell
numbers (median 1.5×106 mL−1) and large multivacuolated histiocytes containing granules stained deep
blue with May–Grunwald–Giemsa (MGG) stain (Niemann–Pick cells or “sea blue” histiocytes), accounting
for more than 90% of the alveolar macrophages [55] (figure 7). Microbiology results are usually negative.
A lung biopsy is not required for diagnosis but, when performed, shows the presence of numerous finely
vacuolated foamy macrophages located within the alveoli and to a lesser extent thickening the alveolar
walls, supporting an endogenous lipid pneumonia [55, 62]. AMSD-B biopsy displays vacuolation of
bronchial ciliated epithelium, without vacuolation of type 2 pneumocytes. Mild inflammation and
interstitial fibrosis may be observed, with only minimal loss of architecture [55, 58].
There is a poor correlation between the extent of radiological abnormalities and pulmonary function test
changes [58]. In a cohort of 55 patients with ASMD-B, half presented a restrictive pattern on pulmonary
function testing (mean FVC 82% pred). Almost 75% of patients with ASMD-B present impaired DLCO
(mean DLCO 60% pred) [9, 46, 58]. In addition, mean values for FVC and DLCO are lower in patients who
are <18 than >18 years old [46]. Hypoxaemia is frequent and may be observed in up to 85% of patients
[55].
A retrospective study of 29 paediatric and adult patients with ASMD-B with a mean follow-up of 4.3 years
documented slow progression of pulmonary disease. The mean decline per year of forced expiratory
volume in 1 s (FEV1), FVC and DLCO was −1.6%, −0.1% and −0.4% pred, respectively [46]. In another
series of 10 paediatric patients with ASMD-B, all showed respiratory symptoms and three required
long-term oxygen therapy [55].
Age of death of patients with ASMD-B ranges from 2 to 72 years old, with a mean age at death of
25 years [48, 63].
Overall, respiratory disease represents ∼25% of the causes of death in patients with ASMD-B [48, 63].
Other causes include liver disease (∼25%) and other rare causes of death (cancer, multiple organ failure,
cardiac event, bleeding and severe progressive neurodegeneration (ASMD-A); 5–10% each) [63]. In patients
with a diagnosis after age 18, death from respiratory issues (44.4%) is the leading cause of death [63].
Of the patients who die from respiratory disease, half die during childhood [63]. The median age at death
is 18 years. Most patients die from ILD (82%), which may be associated or not with infectious pneumonia
(30%) or pulmonary embolism (4%) [63].

a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 7 a) Bronchoalveolar lavage and b and c) transbronchial biopsy samples from a patient with acid
sphingomyelinase deficiency: large multivacuolated histiocytes containing granules stained deep blue with
May–Grunwald–Giemsa stain.

https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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Diagnosis
The diagnosis of ASMD is established by detection of: 1) low residual enzyme activity in leukocytes; and
2) SMPD1 gene mutation analysis showing biallelic pathogenic variants [64] (figure 6). Because of the
bone marrow involvement, bone marrow examination may be performed to identify lipid-laden
macrophages, although bone marrow examination is not necessary for diagnosis and should not be
performed unless for specific clinical indications of ongoing therapies.
Patients homozygous for the p.Arg610del mutation have mild disease: normal height and weight, less
hepatosplenomegaly and bone age delay [65]. Some other mutation alleles such as p.Leu139Pro,
p.Ala198Pro and p.Arg476Trp result in less severe forms of ASMD-B [54]. p.Gln294Lys is associated
with intermediate phenotypes with later-onset neuronopathic disease and seems to be more frequent in
patients of Czech and Slovak origin [66]. p.His423Tyr and p.Lys578Asn are mostly found in Saudi
Arabians and lead to an early-onset severe form of the disease [67]. Lipid abnormalities occur with all
genotypes, including patients with p.Arg610del homozygous mutations [54].
Treatment
Management of ASMD-B requires a multidisciplinary approach. Splenectomy is not recommended because
it may be associated with exacerbation of the pulmonary disease [46]. However, splenectomy may be
required with extensive spleen necrosis [68]. Patients with clinically significant cytopenia may require
multiple blood transfusions. Statins are offered for treating ASMD-associated hypercholesterolaemia.
Patients with progressive pulmonary disease may require chronic oxygen therapy. Vaccination against
influenza and Streptococcus pneumoniae should be considered.
Until recently, no specific therapies were available for ASMD-B, though anecdotal cases of whole lung
lavage or lung or bone marrow transplantation have been reported. Several cases of therapeutic lung lavage
have been reported in ASMD-B and associated with temporary clinical improvement [62, 69–71].
Endoscopic treatment of bronchial casts may be urgently required [62]. However, several patients
eventually died of respiratory failure without knowing the impact of therapeutic lavage [69, 70].
At least three cases of lung transplantation in ASMD-B have been reported [72–74]. One patient died at day
29 post-transplantation, one was discharged at day 80 and the last one was still alive 35 months after lung
transplantation [72, 73]. However, lung transplantation involves two important issues: 1) the disease may
reappear; and 2) debulking of ceramide after cleavage of the sphingomyelin substrate by transplanted lung
cells may cause a pro-inflammatory cascade, by releasing ceramide likewise in the ERT (see below) [75].
Enzyme replacement therapy
Olipudase alfa, a recombinant human acid sphingomyelinase, has shown promising results as an ERT. A
phase I clinical trial included 11 patients with ASMD-B [76]. Patients were monitored after intravenous
infusion of 0.03–1.0 mg·kg−1 olipudase alfa. Blood ceramide levels increased up to 5-fold dose- and
time-dependently, beginning 2–6 h after infusion, peaking between 24 and 48 h and returning to
pre-infusion levels by day 14. No adverse events were reported at doses of 0.03 and 0.1 mg·kg−1. For
doses ⩾0.3 mg·kg−1, no adverse events occurred during the infusions, but four of the five patients
experienced fever, pain, nausea or vomiting 12 h after the infusion. C-reactive protein, ferritin and
fibrinogen levels and neutrophil count increased, with a peak between 48 and 72 h after infusion. Most
adverse events did not require intervention and resolved within 1 or 2 days. This study identified
0.6 mg·kg−1 as the maximum starting dose of olipudase alfa and supported a dose-escalation strategy to
gradually clear accumulated sphingomyelin.
A phase II/III trial of adults with ASMD has finished. The results are only available in a press release at
the moment (ASCEND study) [77]. This 52-week randomised controlled trial included 36 adult patients
worldwide. Patients received up to 3 mg·kg−1 of olipudase alfa every other week. At 52 weeks, the
absolute increase in mean DLCO ( primary end-point) was 22% in the treatment group versus 3% in the
placebo group ( p=0.0004). The spleen volume decreased by 39.5% in the treatment group but increased
0.5% in the placebo group (p<0.0001). The treatment was well tolerated.
An open study of children (ASCEND-Peds) included 20 patients from newborns to age 18 years to receive
up to 3 mg·kg−1 of olipudase alfa. All patients reported at least one adverse event: fever, cough, rhinitis,
diarrhoea, nausea. One patient had a severe anaphylactic reaction related to olipudase alfa. Five other
serious adverse events related to the treatment were reported: asymptomatic transitory elevation of alanine
aminotransferase activity (n=2), anaphylactic reaction (n=1), skin eruption (n=1) and urticaria (n=1). Mean
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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increase in DLCO was 33% after 52 weeks (9 patients). Mean decrease in spleen volume was 49% (range
23–61%) [77].
Long-term effects of olipudase alfa are unknown, but the striking improvement in the two primary
end-points, spleen volume and DLCO, after 1 year of treatment, suggests a major breakthrough for patients
with ASMD-B. Olipudase alfa is not currently available except for patients included in clinical trials.
Fabry disease
FD is an X-linked lysosomal storage disorder caused by mutation of the α-galactosidase gene (GLA)
causing deficiency of α-galactosidase A activity [78] (figure 2). This enzymatic defect leads to the
progressive accumulation of glycosphingolipids resulting in neurological, ocular, skin, renal and cardiac
manifestations in classical FD [78]. Respiratory symptoms are most frequently related to COPD-like or
cardiac involvement. Respiratory symptoms are frequent in FD, but ILD is rare.
FD is pan-ethnic and the reported annual incidence is 1 in 100 000 [7]. The historical cohort of FD
featured full-blown disease with a multisystemic disorder, but analysis of a more recent cohort suggested
that the cardiologist diagnoses most FD, with prominent hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [79].
Extrapulmonary manifestations
Early signs involve small nerve fibres of the peripheral and autonomic nervous systems [80]. About 60–80%
of patients with FD report pain (burning and tingling), which is one of the earliest symptoms.
Gastrointestinal involvement, related to autonomic nervous system involvement, is common: abdominal pain
(particularly after eating), diarrhoea, nausea and vomiting, a cause of anorexia [81].
Skin manifestations include anhidrosis or hypohidrosis that can cause heat and exercise intolerance [82] as
well as angiokeratoma. Histologically, the skin lesions are small superficial angiomas caused by
cumulative damage of vascular endothelial cells of the skin with vessel dilatation in the dermis [83].
Ophthalmological manifestations include corneal changes (“cornea verticillate”), detectable by slit-lamp
examination and retinal vessel tortuosity. Tinnitus may be an early symptom and hearing loss has been
reported in children [84]. Almost all patients with FD present corneal opacities, which may be associated
with tortuosity of the conjunctival and retinal vessels without impaired visual acuity [85]. However, lens
opacities are also observed [85].
Renal lesions result from globotriaosylceramide deposition in the glomerular endothelial, mesangial, and
interstitial cells and in podocytes [86] (figure 3). Renal manifestation begins with microalbuminuria and
proteinuria in the second to third decade [86]. Once a critical number of nephrons have been damaged,
renal function will progressively decline, with progression to end-stage renal failure between the fourth and
fifth decade in untreated patients with FD [86]. Before 2001, renal failure was the main cause of death
(42%) for patients with FD [87].
Cardiac manifestations include ventricular hypertrophy, arrhythmia and ischaemia, reported in 40–60% of
patients with FD [88]. Early signs of cardiac involvement may appear during adolescence, with
involvement of the sinus node and conduction system, and include shortened PR interval, arrhythmias,
impaired heart rate variability and mild valvular insufficiency [89]. Cardiac hypertrophy is typically
nonobstructive and impairs diastolic and systolic function [88]. Arrhythmias can lead to sudden death, and
15–20% of patients with FD require a pacemaker and/or implantable cardioverter defibrillator [90]. Cardiac
events have been the main cause of death since 2001 (34–62%) [91].
In addition to neuropathic manifestations and autonomic dysfunction, patients with FD often present
cerebrovascular complications in adulthood as a result of multifocal small-vessel involvement [92].
Cerebrovascular manifestations vary from mild headache to severe, although rare, dementia, ischaemic stroke
being the most frequent manifestation [92]. The prevalence of stroke in FD is 6.9% in men and 4.3% in
women, with a median age of 39 years at the first stroke, and stroke may be the first manifestation of the
disease [93]. In addition, 80% of patients with FD show progressive auditory and vestibular loss [94].
Pulmonary manifestations
A retrospective study of 95 adults reported a mean FEV1 of 80–90% pred, mean FVC of 92–99% pred,
and mean DLCO of 86% pred at a median age of 38 years [95]. Thirteen patients (14%), most often
smokers, had obstructive lung disease. The mean decline in FEV1, FVC and DLCO was −29 mL·year−1
(95% CI −36 to −22 mL), −20 mL·year−1 (95% CI −29 to −11 mL) and −0.14% pred·year−1 (95% CI
−0.32% to 0.03%). Obstructive lung disease developed in 31 (32%) patients. The risk of obstructive lung
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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a)

b)

FIGURE 8 A 56-year-old patient with Fabry disease who underwent kidney and heart transplantation in 2006.
a) Chest radiograph: colectasis and pulmonary distension. b) Computed tomography scan: bronchial thickening
(arrows).

disease was increased in men and smokers. In a subset of 53 patients with available data before and after
ERT, the annual changes in pulmonary function were not modified as compared with before therapy. The
prevalence of ILD was not reported in these cohorts but does not appear to be relevant according to
pulmonary function test results [95].
However, the prevalence of obstructive lung disease (32.3%) seems increased in patients with FD and is
usually diagnosed before age 40 as compared with the usual prevalence of 1–3.4% in the same age group
[96, 97] (figure 8). In a cohort of 66 patients included in the Fabry Outcome Survey and with FEV1
measurements, 14 of 31 (45.1%) men and 9 of 35 (25.7%) women had airway obstruction [96].
Pathophysiological mechanisms of airway obstruction may be related to glycosphingolipid accumulation in
the bronchiolar smooth muscle cells leading to small airway disease [98]. Indeed, COPD-like symptoms
are usually not beta-2 reversible in patients with FD [99].
Some radiological features of small airway disease, a mosaic attenuation pattern, might be mistaken for
ILD, although authentic cases of patients with ILD and ground-glass pulmonary infiltrations on CT scan
were reported [98, 100].
As far as we know, only one study evaluated systematic chest CT scans in patients with FD, although data
are scarce. In a cohort of 17 patients, 2 had “pulmonary fibrosis”, another had opacities potentially related to
an infection and a fourth had pulmonary calcifications without additional data [101]. Impaired gas exchange
and patchy ground-glass opacities on chest CT were reported in two case reports of two women [102, 103].
In one case, the pathological findings were reversible after ERT with agalsidase beta [103], whereas the other
showed no response to treatment in terms of radiographic findings, although dynamic lung volume (FEV1,
FVC and FEF25–75% (forced expiratory flow at 25–75% of FVC)) improved and DLCO stabilised [102]. The
authors of the latter report concluded that pulmonary interstitial fibrosis is progressive and does not respond
to ERT if a certain “point of no return” has been exceeded [102]. Regardless, from the current literature,
there is no clear-cut evidence for involvement of the lung interstitium in FD. Some of the reported changes
are rather due to small airway disease because chest CT abnormalities and impaired DLCO are best
compatible with bronchiolar dysfunction [104]. However, the filling of endothelial cells in the lung
interstitium with sphingolipids may also impair DLCO. This hypothesis is supported by the improvement in
DLCO after ERT with clearing of these deposits. In contrast, improvement of DLCO could, at least in part, be
explained by improved cardiac function after ERT.
Diagnosis
Deficient activity of α-galactosidase A is the reference laboratory method in men. Affected women may
have enzyme activity within the normal range [105]. Therefore, all women should have their status
determined by GLA genotyping. Normal LysoGb3 dosage has a high negative predictive value for
excluding FD [106]. Of note, GLA features numerous variants of unknown significance, which should be
interpreted in multidisciplinary discussions including geneticists and physicians [107, 108].
https://doi.org/10.1183/16000617.0363-2020
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Management
Supportive care is of particular importance in FD to address pain, gastrointestinal symptoms, stroke and
hearing loss. Nonspecific treatment may include cardioverter defibrillator placement, aspirin and
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors.
ERT (agalsidase alfa, agalsidase beta) was introduced in 2001. α-Galactosidase A treatment reduces pain
and gastrointestinal symptoms (from 39–49%), stabilises renal function and reduces left ventricular mass
[109, 110]. Several drugs such as chloroquine or amiodarone interfere with lysosome metabolism, and their
prescription is contraindicated in addition to α-galactosidase A. A new oral therapy has been available
since 2016. Migalastat is an oral chaperone therapy targeting the misfolding protein and is appropriate for
about one-third of patients according to the nature of the mutation [111].
Conclusion
Although GD, ASMD and FD all involve lysosomes, the pathophysiology of GD and ASMD is mostly
related to macrophage dysfunction, whereas FD is more related to endothelial dysfunction, but all may
induce organ fibrosis. Thus, early diagnosis is crucial to avoid irreversible damage. ERT exists (GD, FD)
or is being investigated (ASMD, types AB and B). In GD and in ASMD, a specialised evaluation of
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and lung biopsy can be informative, showing foamy cells or foamy
macrophages/cells, respectively. In GD, ILD is rare. Splenectomy should be avoided and is associated with
a specific risk of pulmonary hypertension. In ASMD, ILD is frequent and usually associated with spleen
enlargement, low platelet cell count and low level of high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol. Pulmonary
crackles are often missing or have a ventral localisation. Results of ERT are promising regarding
preliminary results of olipudase in paediatric and adult ASMD including pulmonary end-points. The most
frequent pulmonary manifestation in FD is COPD-like symptoms whatever the smoking habit.
Early diagnosis of these three LSDs is crucial to avoid irreversible organ damage. Early initiation of ERT can,
at least in part, prevent organ failure. Lung involvement is part of the phenotype of LSDs. Long-term
follow-up under ERT along with standard care will demonstrate or not whether lung involvement is reversible.
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